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1. INTRODUCTION 

If no acco\ll1t is taken of the vortex pinning, supercon
ductors in the mixed state obey Ohm's law; the density 
of the transport current is proportional to the voltage. 
This linear relation ceases to hold at relatively weak cur
rents, much smaller than the pair-breaking currents. 
The reason is the long energy-relaxation time of the con
duction electrons. 

For a rough estimate of the effect, we consider a case 
when the time of inelastic collisions of the electrons with 
one another is small in comparison with the time of their 
interaction with the phonons or of the phonons with the 
thermostat. We denote the longest time by T*. The elec
tron temperature can differ noticeably from the thermo
stat temperature T. Therefore the conductivity, which 
is determined by the electron temperature, is equal to 

o(E, T)=o(O, T+oE'r;'!c) , 

where c is the specific heat of the electrons (or of the 
electrons with the phonons). It is seen from this expres
sion that at large T* the nonlinear effects can be large 
in a relatively weak electric field. 

We consider below another limiting case, when the 
heat is efficiently carried away and the lattice is in 
equilibrium with the thermostat, while the times of the 
energy relaxation via interelectron colliSions is larger 
than or of the same order as the electron-phonon inter
action time. In this case, too, owing to the large energy 
relaxation time, the change of the conductivity is large 
and is determined by the change of the distribution func
tion, which in this case no longer reduces to a change of 
the electron temperature, but is more complicated. 

The effect is strongest at temperatures close to 
critical, when a small change in the distribution func
tion leads to a large change in the order parameter or 
in its coordinate dependence. This causes in turn a de
crease of the conductivity and the dependence of the cur
rent on the voltage becomes N-shaped. The parameters 
of current-voltage characteristic depend significantly 
on the magnitude of the magnetic field and on the concen
tration of the magnetic impurities. The strongest non
linear effects arise in weak magnetic fields at low mag
netic-impurity concentrations, when a gap exists in the 
excitation spectrum. 

2. EQUATIONS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

To describe the behavior of a superconductor in a 
strong magnetic field! it is convenient to use the method 
proposed by Keldysh. 1] The Gor'kov equations then take 
the form 
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{ ir;,.!.- + _1_ a'+t.-e<jl+fl-i } G (r, r', t, t') =6 (t-I') Ii (r-r'), (1) 
at 2m 

where A(t) is the vector potential, <p is the scalar poten
tial, and! = ajar - ieATz. In this equation.!. the Green's 
function G and the self-energy part of the ~ matrix are 
given by 

( "R. " ) ;;- .... , .... 
~- 0: ~A 

where G and G(R,A) are in turn 2 x 2 matrices made 
up of the usual Green's functions g and of the Gor'kov 
functions F; 

(2) 

The Pauli matrix T Z acts~on the matrices G and G(R,A). 
The self-energy part of ~ takes into account the inter
action of the electrons with the phonons and with the 
impurities. Assuming the interaction of the electrons 
with the phonons and with the impurities to be weak, we 
obtain for the self-energy part the expression 

£p (t, t') =£:mp (t, t') +~?' (t, t'), 

- imp, in",. S - , i S dSl p , - , 
~p (t.t )=--')- dSlp,opp,Gp,(t,t )--')- -,-T,Gp,(I.t)T" 

_ .... T s q;t 

~:'(RAI (t, t') = ,t S dQ p , {Dp_ ,.(t' -t) G;,"'<> (t, t') + D;'~: '(t' -/l Gp, (t, t') }, 

vg' 
Lp" (t, t') ="8" S dSlp, {Dp' p, (t' -I) Gp, (t, t')-

- (D,".., (t' -I) -D.~., (t'-t) ) (G p ," (I, t') -G p,' (t. t') ) ), (3) 

where 

- i S -Gp (t, t') = --; r1~G (t. t'. R+ri2. R-r/2) e"P' dr. 

!; = p2j2m - /1, uF is the velocity on the Fermi surface, 
v = mpj21T2 is the density of states on the Fermi surface, 
T s is the free path time of the electron with spin flip, 
o-p.p' is the electron-impurity scattering cross section, 
n is the impurity density, g is the electron-phonon inter
action constant, and Dp-p'(R, t' -t) is the phonon Green's 
function. 

We assume that we have separated from fph that 
part which leads to the renormalization of the velocity 
on the Fermi surface and to effective interaction Aeff 
between electrons, which determines the ordering para
meter. The remaining part describes the energy relaxa
tion. The ordering parameter ~, the current density 1, 
and the charge density p are expressed in terms of the 
Green's function by the formulas 

( 0; fi. (t) ) I"'.f/lmp 
~(t)= -f1,(t); 0 ' 1'i1,2(t) =--4-,,-Ft .,(t, t), 
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• ep S dQ, , J(t)~ -- --~pT,pG,(t,t), 
4n 4n 

{ n S dQ, } r(t)~-ev 2e<jl(t)+2 ~SpG,(t,t) . (4) 

Just as in the static case Y> 3] it becomes possible to 
obtain, with quasiclassical accuracy, equations for the 
Green's function integrated with respect to the energy 
variable ~: 

j BG DC. iiC A A A A -;;;- Pm + T, at + fii7" T,+lI(t) G-GlI(1') 

(5) 

where 

G~G,(R,t,n, 
" ie .... 
f{(t)~ --pA(t)T,-it.(t)+ie<jl(t), 

m 

f~f,(R, t, t'). 

The system (5) was derived by Eliashberg. [4] The use of 
the matrix form (2) for the Green's function G enables 
us to establish an additional normalization relation 

(6) 

which turns out to be very useful when it comes to solv
ing the system (5). Differentiating (6) with respect to 
the coordinate R, we can verify that it does not contra
dict the system (5). The .coefficient of the 5 function in 
the right-hand side of (6) does not depend on the coordi
nates and should therefore be the same as in a super
conductor without an electromagnetic field. Direct calcu
lation for this case shows that this coefficient is equal to 
unity. Equations (3-6) together with Maxwell's equations 
determine fully the behavior of the superconductor in an 
arbitrary electromagnetic field. 

In the static case, in an arbitrary magnetic field, 
the Green's functions depend only on the time differences 
and satisfy the relation 

G,(R,E)= S dtG,(R,t-t')exp[iE(t-t')], 

G,(R, E)~(G."(R, f)·_G,A(R, e»th(el2T). 
(7) 

In the self-consistent field approximation, when no ac
count is taken of the energy relaxation, Le., iph = 0, 
the system (5), (6) is satisfied by a function Gp(R, E) in 
the form (7), in which tanh(E/2T) is replaced by an arbi
trary distribution function f (E). The form of the latter 
function is determined by the small terms in (5), which 
are proportional to the square of the electric field or 
are inversely proportional to the energy relaxation time. 
Since the energy relaxation time is large, the effects 
nonlinear in the electric field and connected with the 
change of the distribution function f(E) appear in rela
tively weak fields. 

To find the equation for the distribution function, we 
average the system (5) over the angles of the vector p. 
We then take the trace of each of the three equations for 
the Green's functions G and G(R,A). As a result we ob
tain three equations in the form 

, S dQ, {I iiG, (t" I') ( ii a ) Sp, -- -p +T, -+- . 
4n m aR at, iiI' 

C,(t" t') + (if (t,) -H (I') Cp(t" I')} ~St, 

, ., S dQ, ~s A ph A A A ph 
St~-l Sp, 4;" dt,p:",. G",'-G",;~,.,,}, (8) 

We shall be interested below in the case of an electric 
field of low frequency and amplitude, when the transport 
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current is much smaller than the critical pair-breaking 
current. The dependence of the Green's function on the 
time difference tl -t' is therefore faster than the depen
dence on the sum of the times t = (t1 + t')/2. It is there
fore convenient to change over in (8) to a frequency rep
resentation in terms of the variable tl -t'. Averaging the 
equations in (8) for the coordinates, we obtain 

S dQ, < [ J f)H (I) f) ] - > sp, ~ T, tii - i-a-t-"d,; G,(E, t) ~<St.>. (9) 

We seek the Green's function Gp(R, tl, t') in the form 

c,m,t" n 
= S dt,[G."(Rt"t,)t(t"t')-t(t"t,)G,A(R,t"t')]+G,'(R,t"t'). (10) 

The distribution function f does not depend on the coor
dinates. As applied to the motion of the vortex structure 
in an electric field, this condition means that the distance 
between the vortices is small in comparison with the dis
tance negotiated by the electron during the time of the 
energy relaxation. The last term of G in the right-hand 
side of (10) is an odd function of the electric field and 
is small if the transport current is small in comparison 
with the critical pair-breaking current. 

Taking the Fourier transform with respect to the 
time difference in (10), we obtain 

G,(R. f. t) ~ (G,"(R, E, t) -G, A(R, E, t) f.(t) 

i at {j R A , 
---:---,--:-(G, (R,E,t)+G, (R,E,t»+G, (R,E,t). 

2 U f rJl 
(11) 

We shall consider below stationary motion of a vortex 
lattice in a constant electric field. In this case, in a suf
ficiently large volume over which the averaging is car
ried out in (9), the vortex velocity u can be regarded as 
independent of the coordinates. The time dependence of 
the Green's functions takes in this case the form 

G~"'~')(II,B,t) 

( 
ui",A) (II - uf, e); FiR .. 4) (R - UI, e) exp{2iex (1)1) 

~. - FiR .. ,) (R- uf, e) ['xp{ -2ieX(I) J; ~}Il, .<) (R - uf, E) 

A(R,t)~A(R-ut)+~, 
aR 

t.(R t)= ( 0; t..(R-ut)eXP[2iex(t)]) 
, -t.,(R-ut)cxp[-2ieX(t)]; 0 

(12) 
It is convenient to choose a gauge in such a way that the 
phase X satisfy the equation 

f)Xliit~ (uA(R-ut». (13) 

In this case 

iiA(R, t)/at~[uH(R-ut)], 

and the scalar potential cp(R, t) is a periodic function of 
the coordinates. 

Equation ~9) leads to two equations for the Green's 
functions G( ,A): 

S S dQ, <~H(t) G(R.A)(R t) > ~O 
P 4n iit ' , E, • 

(14) 

Substituting expression (11) for the Green's function 
Gp(R, E, t) in (9) and taking (14) into account, we obtain 

-.J..~/ISp s~ aif(t) {?1!.... (GR+G A )+2iG'} \ ~(St,>. (15) 
2 ae \ 4n iJt aE at / 

The expression for the function Gb in (15) must be de
termined accurate to terms linear in the velocity. Sub
stituting expression (10) for the Green's function in (5) 
and in the additional condition (6), we obtain 
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G."(e) G.'(e) +G.'(e)G.A(e) =0. (17) 

The collision term in the right-hand side of (15) will 
be calculated under the assumption that the phonons are 
in thermal equilibrium with the temperature T. In this 
case the phonon Green's function takes the form 

D. (w) = (D. O(w) -D. A(OJ) )cth ~, 
2T 

D.R(OJ)=D.A·(w)= _ ,w'(k) _ (18) 
w' (k) - (w+ic'i)' 

At temperatures lower than the Debye temperature, the 
main contribution to the energy relaxation is made by 
acoustic phonons, for which w(k) = slkl. Using (8), (11) 
and (18), we obtain for the collision term in (15) the ex
pression 

nvg' J J de ( <St,>= --8( ,dQp -' Sp (e,-e),sign(e,-e)' 
sp) 4n' 

[ (l-/(e)/(e,»+cth e~;e (f(e)-/(e,»]' 

·(G'."(e,)-G.A(e,» (G."(e)-G.A(e))> (19) 

The system of equations (5), (15-17) and (19) describes 
the behavior of a superconductor in strong electric and 
magnetic fields. This system becomes simpler for 
superconductors with small electron mean free paths. 

3. SUPERCONDUCTORS WITH SMALL ELECTRON 
MEAN FREE PATHS 

In the case 1 « ~, the integral equation (16) for the 
function GE (R, E) reduces to a differential equation. The 
function Gp depends here little on the angles of the vec
tor p, and can be written in the form 

G."(R, e) =G'(R, e) +(pG,'(R, e». (20) 

The second term in (20) is small and can be easily ob
tained from (16) and (17): 

G,'(e) = - ~' { (GR oG'+G' oGA)-e °a~ :: (T,-GRTP) } (21) 

where the operator a is defined in (1). We obtain simi
larly for the functions G~R,A) 

G:R,A) (e) =G,R.A) (e) + (pG;R,A) (e», 

G"R.A) (e) ~ _ _ 1!C.. {ieAT,+G'O,A) aG'R,A)}. 
p 

(22) 

Substituting (20), (21), and (22) in (16) and averaging over 
the angles of the vector p, we obtain an equation for the 
function Gb(E): 

-[eT,+d, G']+iD[a, GR oG'+G' OOA] 
, of Od Od 

- -'- [T" G"T,G'+G'T,GA ] =i - {(_ GA_GH _) 

2T, Oe at at 

-eD[uXlIj(T,GA oGA-G" ilGRT,+[ il, GRT,G A])-4ncDT,(uj)}. (23) 

where D = UFltr/3 is the diffusion coefficient. -

Similarly, substituting (20), (21), and (22) in (15), we 
obtain an equation for the distribution function f(E). This 
equation takes the form 
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~{D.!l}=St, oe ae (24) 

where the collision term is given by (19). 

The coefficient D of diffusion along the energy axis 
is conveniently represented in the form of a sum of two 
terms: 

D,=D,(e)+D,(e), (25) 

where 
-D,(e)=2e'D ( lux H]' [l,,-g,"g,A - + (F,RF,A+F,AF,R) ]) 

i +"2 < (uo_d)uil+ (F,R+F,A) + (uo+d')uo_(F,R+F,A) > 

+ i~ < (( u :R) [u x H]) [F,R{LF,R_F,nO+F,R+F,A01,A_F"'o+F,A]) 

D,(e) :: =< Sp{( -U~~d" U~_d) G'+eD[uXHj;,(GOOG'+G'oGA)},) 

(26) 
where 

o±=olilR±2ieA. 

We shall consider below superconductors with large 
Ginzburg-Landau parameters K. The last terms of (26) 
are small in comparison with the square of this term. 

The effects nonlinear in the electric field manifest 
themselves most strongly at a temperature close to 
critical. In this region it becomes possible to simplify 
Eqs. (2) and (24) further. The most significant change in 
the conductivity is due to the change of the ordering para
meter t:. in the electric field. The equation for the order
ing parameter t:. can be obtained from the general for
mula (4) by using for the Green's function F the expres
sion (11), in which we need retain only the first term. 
Separating the terms corresponding to the static Ginz
burg-Landau equation, we obtain 

f l-~+ n, D J_,_n(3)ldl'}d 
l To 8T 8n'T' 

1 w +-J de (/(e)_th_e_) (F,"(e)-F,A(e»=O. (27) 
4 2T 

It is seen from (27) that a strong change in the ordering 
parameter 6.., and hence also in the conductivity a( E), 
occurs in relatively weak fields, when the distribution 
function f(E) differs little from its equilibrium value. 
Therefore in the left-hand side of (24) the function f(d 
can be replaced by tanh(E/2T). At practically all values 
of the magnetic field, with the exception of a very narrow 
vicinity of Hc2' the significant changes of the distribu
tion function take place in the region E ~ t:. ( T. There
fore only the particle departures play an important role 
in the collision term, and this term can be represented 
in the form 

St= --.!...(I(e)-th_8_) (SpT,(GR_GA», (28) 
T. 2T 

T, -'=7~ (3)nvg'T'I2(sp) '. (29) 

4. SUPERCONDUCTOR WITH MAGNETIC 
IMPURITIES 

In this section we consider gapless superconductors, 
when the magnetic-impurity concentration is large 
enough and the condllion t:. T S « 1 is satisfied. The 
Green's functions G(H,A) can then be obtained by expan
sion in the ordering parameter t:.. In the principal ap
proximation we have 
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g,"(E)=-g .... '(--E)=l- .181' , F,"(E)=F,A(-E)= .-iI::J. 
2(-/8+T,-')' -/e+"t,-' 

(30) 
Substituting these expressions in (25), (26), and (28), we 
reduce (24) to the form 

/(8) -th~= ~~{ «UlLI::J.)F,'+ (uQ+I::J.')F,') 
2T 4 oe 

+ :: [4e'D( [uXHl' (HII::J.lt,+:._' n) 
+-., -'-, «uo_l::J.) (UQ+I::J.') ,. 2"t -, ]1 

_ e-+T, -- ) 
(31) 

To find the functions FP,2 we use the normalization con
dition (17). Substituting (30) in this condition, we get 

The functions g?'2 are obtained from the system (23) 
which reduces, when account is taken of (30) and (32), to 
the form 

( -D~) (a 1,- ,)=_~!1 (u 01,,\1') 
uR' 0' g, e'+.,-' de aR ' 

'+ -, &' at (33) 
{ 1..\1' - ~~.' D-.} (g,"+g,")=-i-.- [I::J.(uo+I::J.')-I::J.'(ua_I::J.)], 

2 •• -' an- oe 

We consider the case when the concentration of the 
magnetic impurities is not too high, and the magnetic 
fields are not close to Hc2' so that the following condi
tions are satisfied: 

(34) 

When these conditions are satisfied, the Laplacian in 
the right-hand side of the second equation of (33) can be 
left out. We substitute the solution of (32) and (33) in 
(31), and replace in the right-hand Side of the latter 
f(E) by tanh(E/2T). Using the expression thus obtained 
for the distribution function f(E), we reduce Eq. (27) for 
the ordering parameter 6. to the form 

{ 1-~+ nDa_'_ n(3)1I::J.I' n"th,«(u~)\}I::J.=O. (35) 
T, 8T 8n'T' 32T iJR / 

It follows from this equation that the coordinate depen
dence is preserved and that the effect of the electric 
field reduces to renormalization of T c' The average cur
rent density j can be expressed by using the linear-ap
proximation formula, [5-7 J , which takes the following 
form if the conditions (34) are satisfied: 

i=cr,E{ 1+ 64e'~~~'T ( (II::J.I'-( 1I::J.1')2)+D"t,-,~( Q~!I' ) ')} (36) 

where aN is the conductivity of the metal in the normal 
state. In magnetic fields close to the critical field Hc2, 
we obtain from (35) and (36) 

i=crxE{l+ ,,'(1.'.1'> [J + n"t. (PA-l)(11I')]}, 
ti4T(T,-T) 16(T,-T) 

< I..\I')~ (I -.!.) (I _..!!..) [ n (~~ ~A + ~~'"t.'Y'E'~ , -', (37) 
T, II" 8:1 T _,,6T(T,-T, 

where {3A = 1.16 and E is the average electric field. As 
follows from this formula, with increasing electric 
field the conductivity of the superconductor decreases 
and approaches the conductivity of the normal metal. 

Of greater interest is the case of a weak magnetic 
field H « Hc2, when the conductivity of the superconduc
tor in a weak electric field greatly exceeds the conduc
tivity of the normal metal. Using the results of a numeri
cal calculation[B] to determine the mean value in (35), 
we obtain for the current density the expression 

j=crE/[ 1+ (E/E')'l, (38) 
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where 

(E')'='-'...!!... (I-.!:..) [e'DT/"l-', 
H,. T, 

As the foUage increases, the current reaches its maxi
mum value at E = E*. In electric fields E> E*, the 
current decreases with increasing voltage, to its value 
in the normal metal. In this voltage region, the ordering 
parameter drops to values such that formulas (37) be
come valid. The current-voltage characteristic thus has 
the typical N-shaped form. 

5. FIELDS CLOSE TO THE CRITICAL FIELD HC2 

In the region of fields close to the critical value Hc2, 
the Green's functions can be expanded in powers of the 
ordering parameter 6. at arbitrary paramagnetic-im
purity concentration. In formulas (30) and (32) for the 
Green's function and for the distribution function, it is 
necessary to make the substitution 

(39) 

where Tc (E) is the electric-field-dependent transition 
temperature. If the condition 

(40) 

is satisfied, we can neglect in (31) the first terms, which 
contain F?,2, since F?'2 - 6.3 • Substituting formula (31) 
corrected in this manner in (27), we obtain 

{ :tD , _. 7~(3) 111'_ nl.:r,u'(II::J.I') }I::J.=O 
T,(E)-T+S,L- 8:t'T 32D(1.+" ')' , 

where 

T (E)=T _ n(3)"e'E'D. 
c e 2n2 T 

(41) 

(42) 

In the calculation of the shift of the transition tempera
ture (formula (42)), the important integration region is 
E ~ T. The use of a collision term in the form (28) is 
incorrect in this case. Therefore formula (42) for the 
shift of the transition temperature is valid accurate to 
the numerical coefficient of E2. 

The current density is expressed in terms of the 
ordering parameter 6. in accordance with the linear
approximation formulaY] Solving (41), we obtain 

( n<II::J.I') ( II)} 
j=crNE~l +--- -+--

t 8T i. i.+,,-' 
2n'T E' -, 

<1,~I'>=eD(H,,(E)-H) n(3)~J 1+ ("'IF)] , (43) 

where 
4 

f/,,(E) = neD (T,(E)-T), 

(E)'=1792W:~A(;,-T)'(1+ n. )'. 
"IT,eD 4,.(T,-T) 

From formula (43) for (16.1 2) it follows that the mag
netic-field region defined by the inequality (40) breaks 
up into two. In the magnetic field range (1-T/TcJ2 
< 1 - H/Hc2 < 1- T/Tc the dependence of Hc2 on the 
electric field E is inessential. In the region I-H/Hc2 
« (1- T/Tcf, the entire dependence of the conductivity 
on the electric field E is determined by the shift of the 
transition temperature. 

6. SUPERCONDUCTORS WITHOUT MAGNETIC 
IMPURITIES 

The effects nonlinear in the electric field turn out 
to be strongest in superconductors without magnetic im-
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purities, in magnetic fields that are weak in comparison 
with the critical field Hc2. At a temperature close to 
critical, when A» T c - T, the gradient terms in the 
equations for the Green's fWlctions G(R,A) are small. 
In this case the Green's fWlctions are expressed in terms 
of the value of the ordering parameter at the same point 

G,R,A,= _ i (e, ~ ) (44) 
[1~IZ-(e±it'l)'J'" -~', -e . 

Solving the system (23), with allowance for expression 
(44) for the Green's functions G(R,A) and for the normali
zation condition (17), we obtain for 11:1 < I~I 

~'F,b=~F,'= I ~ I 'g.'le, g,'=_g,b; 

( D!:....)·{(e'-I~I')'" b}=2e.!.!... (u o(eZ-I~I')'" ) 
oR' g, oe oR 

In the region I E: I < I ~ I the functions F ?,2 are rela
tively small. Substituting expressions (44) and (45) 
in (26) and (28), we reduce Eq. (24) for the distribu
tion function to the form 

( f(e)-th_e_) Sd'r lei 
2T (e'·-I~I')';' 

v, 

(45) 

_ 0 {af S z (a(e'-I~I')'I')( a' )-'( o(e'-I~I')'/')} -T'a; a;- d r u---,m- -D iJR' u-aa-- , 
", (46) 

where V E: is that region inside the cell for which 
lE:I > I~I. 

Near the transition temperature, strong changes in 
the conductivity and in the ordering parameter A occur 
in weak fields, when the distribution fWlction still varies 
weakly. In this case the distribution fWlction f (E:) in the 
right-hand side of (46) can be replaced by tanh(E:/2T). In 
the case of weak magnetic fields H « Hc2 the vortices 
are located far from each other. As will be shown below, 
the dependence of the ordering parameter ~ on the co
ordinates remains qualitatively the same also in a strong 
electric field, namely ~ vanishes at the center of the vor
-tex M:d assumes a constant value at large distances from 
its center. This circumstance allows us to solve Eq. (46) 
in various limiting cases: 

lel<~_ 

M.:-th(el2T) = Y2 ~oo(1-e/~oo)"'. O<~~-e<~~. (47) \ 

e/36, 

T.u'/DT n 
__ l_«I~I'_<I~I'»'), e>~~ 

8e' 
It follows from this formula that the number of normal 
excitations decreases inside the vortices (E: < ~) and 
increases on the outside. 

As seen from (27), the angular dependence of the or
dering parameter ~ is preserved in an electric field. A 
change in the distribution fWlction causes only a change 
in the dependence of the absolute value of ~ on the dis
tance to the center of the vortex: 

{ 1-~+!!!!. (~~p ~:_~) _ n(3)~' 
T, 8T' p ap ap p' 811:'T' 

+ j (e'!~') 'I. (f(e)-th 2~')} ~=O. (48) , 
Since f(E:) changes little at E: > ~oo in the case of loosely
spaced vortices, ~ assumes at large distances the same 
constant value as in the absence of an electric field. In 
a region far from the center of the vortex, the ordering 
parameter takes the form 

~'(p) =~~'(1-s2(u)/p'). 

From (47) and (48) we obtain for e(u) 
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s'(n)=s'(O)[ 1+ (:. rr, s'(O)= 8(:'~T) , 

u"= D(14~(3»)'/·(1-T/T,)"·. (49) 
11:T. 

It follows from (48) and (49) that the dimension of the 
vortex Hu) can change strongly, but both in the case of 
small and in the case of large velocities u the ordering 
parameter ~ depends only on the ratio pll:,. It follows 
from (49) that the vortex dimension (10) decreases rap
idly with increasing velocity u. This decrease of the di
mension is due to the decrease in the number of normal 
excitation s inside the vortex. The viscosity coefficient 
71 and the conductivity a are expressed in terms of the 
distribution function and the ordering parameter A by 
means of the linear-approximation formulas (see[S,,0J) 

1') =~S- de.!LS d'r( (e'-~·)'J._.!...S· (e'-~')"'d'r)' 11:1') 
211:'D' oe V, ' 0=;8' 

o Ve VIII 

(50) 
To calculate the integral in (50) it is necessary to 

know the dependence of the ordering parameter ~ on the 
coordinates. At large distances, this dependence is given 
by (48). At short distances we have ~ - p. Just as in[l0 J, 

we assume that 

~'()=~'~ p ~ p'+I/ 
(51) 

Substituting this expression in (50), we obtain 

s'(n) ONT, ( T)':' (52) 
1') (u) =1') (0) nO)' 1')(0)=0,451) l-T~ . 

where I:, (u) is given by (49). Thus, the viscous-friction 
force has a maximum at a vortex velocity u = u *, de
termined by formula (49). At u2 - u*2(1 - T/Tcfl/2 the 
viscosity coefficient ceases to decrease, since an im
portant role is assumed in it by terms that are not very 
sensitive to the distribution function and to the coordinate 
dependence of the ordering parameter. The dependence of 
the current on the voltage is determined by the formula 

{ 1 (T )'Io} 
j=oE 1+(£I£")'+c l-y;- , (53) 

where c is a number on the order of unity, 
H 11 B'D -- .----

o~o_,-'" "-'2=-JfI4~(3) )i-TIL 

The numerical coefficients in the expressions for 71(0), 
a, and E* in (52) and (53) are approximate, since expres
sion (51) was used for ~(P). 

Thus, just as in the case of a superconductor with 
magnetic impurities, the current-voltage characteristic 
is N-shaped. We note that the nonlinear effects in super
conductors without magnetic impurities in weak magnetic 
fields set in much earlier than in superconductors with 
magnetic impurities. The cause of the difference is that 
superconductors with sufficiently high concentration of 
magnetic impurities are gapless, and the normal excita
tions are distributed almost Wliformly over the entire 
volume of the superconductor. Therefore their distribu
tion function is altered by the vortex motion much less 
than in superconductors with gaps. 

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the current voltage characteristic of a super
conductor in the mixed state has a characteristic N
shape. The nonlinear effects appear in relatively weak 
electric fields, when the transport current is small in 
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comparison with the critical pair-breaking current. When 
the vortices move, the energy of the normal excitations 
increases. Owing to the large energy-relaxation time, 
the excitation-energy distribution function can change 
quite strongly at a relatively low vortex velocity. The 
number of excitations inside the vortex decreases; this 
increases the vortex dimensions, causing in turn a de
crease in the viscosity coefficient. The viscous-friction 
force is not a monotonic function of the velocity, but has 
a maximum at u = u*, where u* is defined in (49). 

If there is no gap in the excitation spectrum, owing to 
magnetic impurities, then the nonlinear effects appear 
in stronger electric fields. The reason is that the dis
tribution of the excitations changes throughout the volume, 
and not only in the region inside the vortex. The vortex 
motion results in this case in effective heating, which is 
equivalent to a lowering of the super conducting-transition 
temperature. A similar picture arises in magnetic fields 
close to the critical field Hc2' 

It was assumed above that the heat is effectively car
ried away and that the phonon temperature is indepen
dent of the electric field. If the heat dissipation is poor, 
then the temperature T in all the formulas derived above 
must be replaced by the local phonon temperature, which 
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depends on the critical field and can be obtained from the 
heat-conduction equations. 
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